THE WEITZER
The Weitzer Suite above the roofs
of the historic city centre

J

ust like all other Weitzer Hotels, ‘Das Weitzer’ stands out for its independent and
harmonious hotel concept. The headquarter in Graz unites traditional and contemporary hospitality to offer an overall complete experience à la Weitzer. A good example of
which is the Weitzer Suite, which makes an impression with its total beauty: artistic charm
combined with extraordinary ideas and a view of the surrounding roofs of the historic city
centre - a UNESCO world heritage site – make it a place for reminiscing and inspiration.
After trying it once, you’ll long to visit again.

‘Das Weitzer’ has been amongst the best addresses in Graz for more than 100 years now. One thing
that hasn’t changed over the years is its central location in the heart of Graz. Not even a five minute
walk from the ‘Kunsthaus’ art museum, ‘Schlossberg’ and ‘Murinsel’. There is not even a hint of stagnation: Florian Weitzer, now the fourth generation of hotel owner, preserves space for long-standing
old traditions by aligning them with the latest trends. And that’s why ‘Das Weitzer’ has so much to
offer that is unconventional: Traditional cuisine in a contemporary style at ‘Der Steirer’ restaurant, an
old Austrian coffee house, e-bikes for hire and 204 charismatic rooms. And the Weitzer Suite, opened
in 2013, on the top floor.
But just having separate sleeping and living quarters is not what makes a ‘suite’. And neither is the
– admittedly imposing – 116m2 total area of the suite. It’s really the soulfully and creatively selected
details, which together create unique comfort for your stay and – without showing off – pure en-
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joyment. As always, Florian Weitzer doesn’t adhere to any sort of planned out style but rather he
follows his own, imaginative design impulses. This is how the Weitzer Suite distinguishes itself by
its special features, which impress the guests and provide material for stories: where else can you
find a green oasis with all kinds of plants, right in the middle of your hotel room? Or a little spiral
staircase that frees up the best view of the Graz ‘Schlossberg’ from the living room? About that
view: the absolute highlight of the Weitzer Suite is its private terrace, from which a type of viewing platform can be accessed. From up there you can see far over the historic city centre of Graz
– UNESCO world heritage site since 1999. The suite provides a further “relaxation oasis” with its
free-standing bathtub and comfortable leather sofas – designed in-house and positioned directly in
front of the fireplace. A romantic touch is provided for in the Weitzer Suite by the Italian bed, with
its detailed headboard and the chandelier-like lamp – inspiration provided for by the long history
of the Weitzer Hotels. Or the wrought-iron lighting construction with candle-light optics, positioned
above the wooden table. Next to it the simple writing desk, which is perfect for working or surfing
the internet for free.
It’s worth leaving the comfy suite occasionally for the following ‘Das Weitzer’ hotel extras: At ‘Der
Steirer’ restaurant and neighbouring ‘Steirer Shop’ typical Styrian things are presented in a contemporary way and with that special extra something. The saying goes: eat, drink and take-away. Just
around the corner, ‘Kaffee Weitzer’, one of the last old Austrian, traditional coffee houses in Graz
can be found. By the way, an overview of all the big and small specialities of the hotel can be found
in the general press pack and on the website www.hotelweitzer.com.
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‘The Weitzer’ and the facts in short
CATEGORY:

Business/City Hotel, member of Worldhotels

LOCATION:
Central Graz 5 minutes walking-distance to the main square, right next to the ‘Kunsthaus’
art museum, a few metres away from Graz Congress

ROOMS:
204 rooms, categories: Economy, Classic, Classic Superior, Classic Rubin, Suite

MEETINGS/CONFERENCES:
13 seminar rooms for 8-300 people, contact event network:
+43 316 703 200 E: event@weitzer.com

PARKING:
203 car garage spaces (Weitzer city garage)

CUISINE AND SPECIALS:
‘Der Steirer’ with the ‘Steirer Shop’, the ‘Kaffee Weitzer’, the ‘Engelreich’
dining room, the fireplace lounge-bar, the ‘Blumeninsel’ florist, electric bikes (€15/day) for hire,
fitness and relaxation zone, cash machine, free Wi-Fi.

Hotel Das Weitzer, Grieskai 12-16, 8020 Graz, Austria,
T: 0316 703 400, reservations@weitzer.com, www.hotelweitzer.com

PRESS CONTACT:
Ulli Leonhartsberger
E press@weitzer.com
M +43 664 8406689
FOR GENERAL ENQUIRIES:
Sabrina Hödl
Weitzer Hotels BetriebsgesmbH
Grieskai 12 -16, 8020 Graz
E sabrina.hoedl@weitzer.com
M +43 316 703 600
www.weitzer.com
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